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Ages 9-12
Middle School 10: From Hero to Zero
James Patterson
After a mostly-successful stint at Hills Village
Middle School, Rafe is excited to visit the
incredible city of London with his class.
Sightseeing around a foreign country sounds
like a blast, until Rafe finds out his roommate
will be none other than Miller the Killer.
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The perfect reference book for
inquisitive minds, Knowledge Encyclopedia
covers science, nature, technology, history,
and culture. Get ready to see the world as
you’ve never seen it before through the use
of ground-breaking CGI imagery.
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Endling 01: The Last
Katherine Applegate
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Byx is used to being the smallest and the
youngest. But for all of her young life, she’s
also been part of something bigger – part of
a family, part of a pack. Until the day Byx finds
herself alone, the last of the dairnes: an endling.
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Star Wars™: Maker Lab
DK

9780241314234

978 1450 862 783

97 81 50 37 25 65 2
©Disney

Ever wanted to move things without touching
them like a Jedi can? Or grow your own kyber
crystal? Now you can! With projects that are out
of this world, this fantastic Star Wars™ book can
keep children entertained for hours.

Mr Lemoncello’s Great Library Race
Chris Grabenstein

9780141387680

Everyone’s favourite game maker,
Mr Lemoncello, is testing out his new
FABULOUS FACT-FINDING FRENZY
game! Kyle must compete in a great race
– by bicycle, bookmobile, and even Mr.
Lemoncello’s corporate banana jet! – to find
fascinating facts about famous Americans.

Be the first one to hear about
new releases, competitions,
events, and more!
Follow us at:
www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za
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Ages 0-3

9781474945554

9780241324332

Ages 3-6

That’s not my giraffe…

Once Upon a Rhinoceros

Kids’ Snakes of Southern Africa

Fiona Watt

Avril van der Merwe

Johan Marais

A delightful addition to the best-selling
‘That’s Not My’… series. Babies and
toddlers will love turning the pages,
touching the feely patches and spotting
the familiar little white mouse as they
look for their giraffe.

Rhinoceros has a magnificent horn, which
all the animals admire. All, that is, except
Hippo. Hippo is jealous of Rhino’s horn, and
desperately wants one of her own. While Rhino
is asleep, Hippo steals her horn and sets it on
her snout...

9781485900375

9781775845089

Also in
Meet 36 of southern Africa’s most
Afrikaan
s
common and interesting snakes in
this lively and engaging kids’ guide.
Discover the intriguing habits of snakes –
where they live, how they hunt, what dangers
they face, and how they protect themselves,
all richly supported by more than
250 captivating photographs.

Peter Rabbit: Hello Peter!

Peppa Pig: Peppa Plays Cricket

Beatrix Potter

Ladybird

Positively Izzy

Hello Peter! introduces little ones to
the delightful world of Peter Rabbit.
Find out all about Peter and how he
spends his day. The contemporary
design and gentle rhyme are sure
to make this a firm favourite.

It is a very sunny day. Perfect for a game of
cricket! Daddy Pig teaches Peppa, George and
Suzy Sheep how to play cricket in the garden,
followed by the most important part of the
game – taking a break for tea and cake!

Terri Libenson

9780241354001

Ten Minutes to Bed: Little Unicorn

Peppa Pig: Flip-Flap Peppa
What will Peppa be today? A witch, a fairy,
a doctor or an astronaut? Little hands will
love to flip the flaps and create lots of
different outfits for Peppa.

9780141372327

Rhiannon Fielding

Ladybird

9780241321485

Ages 6-9

9780241348925

Middle school is all about labels. Izzy is the
dreamer. Bri is the brain. The girls’ lives collide
on the day of the school talent show, which
turns out to be even more dramatic than
either Bri or Izzy could have imagined... and
proves once and for all that the only label
you need is ‘be yourself’.

Die Heel Beste Bakboek

Written specifically for bedtime, this story is full
of magic, sparkle and rainbows... and one naughty
little unicorn! Will Twinkle get to bed on time?
This beautifully illustrated picture book is the
perfect length for sending little ones off to sleep.

Jane Bull
Die Heel Beste Bakboek is ’n stap-vir-stap
inleiding tot bak wat kinders van beginners
tot ervare bakkers laat ontwikkel. Met behulp
van foto’s onderskei hulle tussen verskillende
prosesse soos klits en romerig klop, en selfs
wat die verskil tussen ’n beslag en ’n deeg is.

Spot’s Tractor

The Fairytale Hairdresser and the
Princess and the Frog

Eric Hill

Abie Longstaff

DKFindOut! Energy

Little hands will love this tractor-shaped
board book, in which they can learn all
about the excitement of the farm – and
with moving wheels, it’s a book and toy
in one!

The Fairytale Hairdresser is styling her fairytale
friends for an animal-themed parade to
celebrate Prince Freddie’s coronation. But
Prince Freddie is nowhere to be seen – could his
mysterious uncle be behind the disappearance?
And who is the funny little frog in Kittie’s salon?

DK

9780141386645

9780241323090

9781432309718

A perfect introduction to energy, this factpacked book teaches children all about energy
and how it works. From electricity and light,
to heat and sound, learn how different types
of energy are part of everything we do.

9780241323014

Are you there little bunny?
Sam Taplin

How to be a Lion

Little ones will love peeping through the
holes and touching the textured pages in
this beautiful hide-and-seek board book,
spotting a badger, chick and other animals
as they search for the elusive little bunny.

Ed Vere

Katie & Kevin Tsang

Meet Leonard – a lion like no other. Leonard’s
best friend is Marianne, a duck. But lions
chomp ducks, don’t they? And what will the
pair do when their way of life is threatened?

9781474945547
9780141376363

Sam Wu is NOT Afraid of Sharks

9781405287524

Sam Wu is NOT a scaredy-cat (except when
he is). And when a shark TOTALLY tries to
eat him at the local aquarium, he decides
he’s not going to take any more chances.
So at his friend’s birthday party at the beach,
Sam refuses to dip even a toe in the water.
Nothing could go wrong now, could it?

